Structural properties of relaxin chimeras.
Relaxin-3 interacts with high potency with three relaxin family peptide receptors (RXFP1, RXFP3, and RXFP4). Therefore, the development of selective agonist and antagonist analogs is important for in vivo studies characterizing the biological significance of the different receptor-ligand systems and for future pharmaceutical applications. Recent reports demonstrated that a peptide selective for RXFP3 and RXFP4 over RXFP1 can be generated by the combination of the relaxin-3 B chain with the A chain from insulin-like peptide 5 (INSL5), creating an R3/I5 chimera. We have used NMR spectroscopy to determine the three-dimensional structure of this peptide to gain structural insights into the consequences of combining chains from two different relaxins. The R3/I5 structure reveals a similar backbone conformation for the relaxin-3 B chain compared to native relaxin-3, and the INSL5 A chain displays a relaxin/insulin-like fold with two parallel helices. The findings indicate that binding and activation of RXFP3 and RXFP4 mainly require the B chain and that the A chain functions as structural support. RXFP1, however, demonstrates a more complex binding mechanism, involving both the A chain and the B chain. The creation of chimeras is a promising strategy for generating new structure-activity data on relaxins.